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Insight Out: Get Ideas Out Of Your
Head And Into The World

In this revolutionary guide, Stanford University Professor and international bestselling author of
inGenius adopts her popular course material to teach everyone how to make imaginative ideas a
reality.As a leading expert on creativity, Tina Seelig has continually explored what we can each do
to unleash our entrepreneurial spirit. In Insight Out, she offers us the tools to make our ideas a
reality. She clearly defines the concepts of imagination, creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurism,
showing how they affect each other and how we can unlock the pathway from imagination to
implementation, where our ideas then gain the power to inspire the imaginations of others.Drawing
on more than a decade of experience as a professor at the Stanford University School of
Engineering, Seelig shows readers how to work through the steps of imagination, ideation,
innovation, and implementation, using each step to build upon the last, to ultimately create
something complex, interesting, and powerful. Coping with todayâ€™s constant change, everyone
needs these skills to conquer challenges and seize the opportunities that arise. Seelig irrefutably
demonstrates that these skills can be taught, and shows us how to mobilize our own energy and
bring new ideas to life.
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Five Steps to Launching a Successful Idea, by Tina Seelig 1) Start with experiences: It&#039;s
easier to envision what you hope to accomplish after experiences that pique your interests.
Remember, before it&#039;s your calling, it&#039;s likely something about which you know nothing.
2) Select your stage: Consider where you want to play out your life, and then evaluate the path
towards that objective. Those who can&#039;t visualize the route to success will likely give up long
before those who have mapped out the route, including the obstacles along the way. 3) Perform
experiments: Success comes from trying lots of things and keeping what works. Each experiment
provides valuable data that can be used to fuel the next wave of experiments. Even a small amount
of motivation can fuel a simple experiment to get you started. 4) Question your questions: The
questions you ask are the frames into which your answers will fall. Therefore, unpack your
assumptions and methodically turn them upside down. This allows you to ask fresh questions that
unlock a wealth of new ideas. 5) Inspire others: If you want to accomplish anything of merit, you
need to magnify your impact by influencing others to support your efforts. This starts by telling a
compelling story that draws people in and compels them to join your team and invest in your ideas.
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